
Catellani & Smith
Luce d'Oro F

Oberfläche

Bladgoud

zilveren blad

koperen

Technical details

Land van fabricage  Italië

fabrikant Catellani & Smith

ontwerper Enzo Catellani

jaar 1995

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering LED

materiaal aluminium, ijzeren

hoogteverstelling hoogte verstelbaar

dimmen cord dimmer met schuifregelaar

base/versie GU5.3

Wattage 7 W

LED inclusief

Kleurweergave-index 80

Lichtstroom in lm 630

Kleurtemperatuur in Kelvin 3.000 warm wit

reflector diameter 50 cm

kandelaar Dimensions lengte 30, breedte 30 cm

bulb vervangen: ter plaatse zelf

Dimensions H 210 - 230 cm

Omschrijving

The Catellani & Smith Luce d'Oro F is the floor lamp from this series. This floor
lamp is height adjustable between 210 and 230 cm. The lamp rod has a height
of 150 cm. The Luce d'Oro Terra has a flexible arm above the fixed rod, which
can be moved in any direction. In this way, the position of the reflector disc at
the end of the arm can be readjusted again and again. At the same time, the
lamp head, which emits its light onto this disc, can be readjusted again and
again via another flexible arm.

There are offered three different versions of the reflector disc: Silver leaf, gold
leaf and copper. In the versions in gold leaf and copper all elements like
connections are made of brass, in the silver leaf version they are nickel-plated.
The lamp base with a length and width of 30 cm is made of waxed cast iron, as
is the lamp rod. The disc with a diameter of 50 cm is made of metal. An GU5.3
LED retrofit with a power of 7 watts serves as a light source. The floor lamp
has a dimmer on the cable with a slider.
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